Prior to European settlement, the Southwest was home to the Mexican gray wolf, a subspecies that ranged from southern Arizona, New Mexico and southwestern Texas to the mountains of south-central Mexico. The species was decimated by a concerted campaign to exterminate wolves throughout the West. A U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) trapper captured the last four males and a female in Mexico between 1977 and 1980. Three of these wolves were unrelated and joined four other unrelated Mexican gray wolves already in captivity. These seven wolves became the “founders” of the captive-breeding and reintroduction program FWS laid out for Mexican gray wolves in a recovery plan adopted in 1982.

As a first step, the recovery plan called for reestablishing a self-sustaining population of at least 100 wild Mexican gray wolves. FWS spent years considering possible release sites in Arizona, New Mexico and Texas, but took no action. In 1990, a coalition of conservation groups, including Defenders of Wildlife, filed a lawsuit to force the agency to proceed with the reintroduction. In 1991, the International Union for the Conservation of Nature declared the Mexican gray wolf the most endangered wolf subspecies in the world and its recovery the highest priority for wolf conservation worldwide.

In 1998, FWS finally released captive-bred Mexican gray wolves into the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area west of the Arizona-New Mexico border. These wolves immediately demonstrated their ability to adapt and survive. They formed packs, killed elk, established territories and reproduced. In 2011, Mexican gray wolves were released in Mexico, in the state of Sonora about 30 miles from the U.S. border. Researchers have identified several other sites in Mexico for potential reintroductions (Araiza et al. 2012).

The Potential
According to scientific studies, the Grand Canyon ecoregion is one of the best places for wolves in the lower 48 states (Sneed 2001; Carroll et al. 2003; Carroll et al. 2006). Wolves dispersing from the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area could reach the canyon region, but relocations of wolves would greatly accelerate expansion into the area.

Other promising recovery sites include northern New Mexico and southern Colorado and Utah. Additional areas, in west Texas and in the Sky Islands region of northern Mexico and southern Arizona and New Mexico could host small numbers of wolves and serve as important links between core populations in the United States and Mexico.

The Challenges
Although public polling has demonstrated strong support for Mexican wolves in both Arizona and New Mexico (Tulchin Research 2013), strong, vocal, localized opposition has resulted in restrictions that have kept wolf numbers low and hindered the progress of the Southwest reintroduction program. Wolves are not allowed to set up territories outside set boundaries. If they do, they are captured and taken back to the Blue Range Wolf Recovery Area (see map on back). And for several years before a legal settlement with Defenders ended the practice, FWS allowed the states to call the shots on wolf management. During this time too many wolves were removed, and population growth stagnated.

Over-management undermines the ability of Mexican gray wolves to disperse, form stable packs, expand their range and make progress toward recovery. Keeping wolf numbers low has also exacerbated the genetic issues arising from the fact that all of the Mexican gray wolves in the wild today are descended from the seven founders of the captive-breeding program and lack the genetic diversity essential for a population to adapt and survive changing environmental conditions. In addition, the reintroduction program has operated...
for many years without science-based goals—the recovery plan that guides it has not been updated since 1982.

For Mexican gray wolves to recover, many more wolves from the captive population must be released so the wild population can overcome its limited genetic heritage and expand into other appropriate and suitable habitats in the Southwest, the Southern Rockies and Mexico (see map). The ability of people and governments in these areas to step up as stewards and welcome the Mexican gray wolf is crucial to the survival of this rarest of the world’s wolves.
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